An implicit theme of industrialization in agriculture the specializations needed. These two models, as has run throughout much of the literature in agriculpolar points, are useful in our conceptualization of tural economics since 1950. Maybe we have been the process and implications of the industrialization lulled by the future tense used in the literature.
process. Industrialization is here and much of the process has taken place without an update on patterns of thought Tweeten, Daly, Heady, and Breimyer [14, 6, 9, 4] or assessment of implications for present or future document necessary empirical observations to estabagricultural business environment. Possibly, those of lish the progress of U.S. agriculture toward the us in agricultural economics research, teaching or "industrial state." Most significant observations inextension at land grant colleges have undergone much elude the increased proportion of purchased inputs less impact and reorientation than those weserve, and, compared to conventional inputs (Table 2 ) and change theoretically, lead in thought.
in scale of business of the farm firm (Tables 1 and 3) . Increases in use of industrial products such as fertilizer, An attempt is made herein (1)to identify models, insecticides and herbicides lead the list. However, variables and conditions associated with industrialmachinery and feed, seed and livestock purchases ization, (2) to examine some agricultural implications have increased substantially. Imminent reduction of in organization of production, and (3) to deal with total farm employment to the approximate level of people undergoing industrialization.
national unemployment [11] dramatizes the decline in relative importance of labor in agricultural pro-INDUSTRIALIZATION duction.
Whether industrialization, urbanization or ecoBooth provides an incisive summary of the farming nomic development is the subject, authors are esindustry change in the tirst seven years of the sixties sentially in agreement that we are talking about: [3, p. 428 ]. ". .. .a process resulting in a progressive release from the shackles imposed by natural factors of "The facts are simple and even startling to one production. . . [4, p. 25] . The industrialized who last looked at them five iears ago. Bv 1967, as economy is based on man rather than natural resource aCash receipts, including net CCC loans.
bTotal net farm income, including inventory change.
Clncludes value of housing, home consumption, and government payments. 51  62  82  162  44  212  88  20  12  16  1920  59  63  93  174  55  226  92  32  16  23-1930  61  63  97  170  62  216  91  40  21  26  1940  70  72  97  142  72  192  92  42  28  45  1950  86  85  101  119  91  142  97  86  68  72  1960  106  105  101  95  105  92  101  104  111 VI -$50 to $2,499 if operator was under 65 and did not work off farm 100 or more days. Other -a. Part-time -value of products sold $50 to $2,499 and operator under 65 but worked 100 or more days off farm. b. Part-retirement -value of products sold $50 to $2,499 but operator 65 or over. Income from non-farm sources usually greater. c. Abnormal -All institutional farms (schools, hospitals, etc.) and Indian reservations.
The point of Booth's terse summary of the farm capital inputs, rather than land or labor, are used in sector of the economy is that "it" has already crop production as development progresses. However, happened, not that problems don't exist for farmers, economies of size frequently can be obtained only rural people and rural businessmen. "There is no with increases in land and other resources. Opporlonger much left of what we used to call 'the farm tunities to produce and conditions of production are problem.' If public support in research and developaffected by land and natural conditions but the degree ment, price stability, crop insurance, production loans, of influence may be decreased with each technical and cooperative marketing were continued and imadvance. proved, the commercial sector of farming would fend very well for itself" [3, p. 429] .
Experiences with cotton production in the South provide a good illustration of difficulties a traditional Data in Table 3 highlight changes in scale of farm production system can have in competition with businesses in selected southern states between 1950 modern industry. The industry that produces manmade and the 1964 agriculture census. The data are included fibers is one of the most innovative and productive. In to emphasize that the South has been part of the addition, southern cotton competes with cotton grown development described by Booth. The decreases in on highly industrialized farms in irrigated portions of numbers of farms and increases in acres and capital the West and Southwest. used per farm parallel the national scene.
A decreasing price is projected for manmade fibers Approximate halving of the farm population in because of the declining cost nature of the industry the first decade of the period covered by Table 3 has
[17]. With a projected price of about 25 cents per not required comparable decreases in the states' pound for manmade fiber, S42 researchers estimated populations. In fact, healthy increases are shown for that 4.7 million bales of cotton (24% of all fibers) the four states by 1964. Bryant reports for Mississippi, would be consumed at a cotton price of 35 cents per in particular, and Beale for the U.S., in general, that pound. At 20 cents per pound, about 11 million bales many rural counties and small towns (2,500 to 25,000) (58% of all fibers) would be consumed. Estimates from are growing rather than declining in population [5, 1] .
S-42 indicate the South would produce about 27.8 Their economic viability is a concern to which we and 7.6 million bales for prices of 35 and 20 cents per must give great attention.
pound, respectively [17] . Cotton production in 1962 was about 10.2 million bales. A miraculous industrial The process of industrialization offers the hope of development in cotton production in the South would emphasizing the human and capital resource. In be needed to reverse declining cotton production and traditional agriculture and in one product or one consumption. Traditional fiber production has been industry cities, people always have been nervous about modernized, but it still depends on land. The manthe effects of any kind of economic, natural or social made fiber industry depends on imagination of man. change. With diverse and specialized uses for labor and managerial skills, appropriate attention to preparation The S-42 study provided estimates of land use of people through education and an industrialized shifts and farm size adjustments necessitated by point of view on the part of people, labor may no decreases in cotton prices and allotments [18] . Part longer be forced to carry the burden of resource use of the results are presented in Table 4 . The shifts in changes arising from imbalanced agricultural capacity product mix suggest a drastic change for southern and demand for agricultural products.
agriculture. Changes in acres necessary to allow a $5,000 return are not as large as one would expect, ECONOMIES OF AGRICULTURE except in the Mississippi Delta, Oklahoma Rolling Plains, and Texas High Plains. However, the S42 Breimyer's division of Agriculture into three sepaModel assumed prices of products other than cotton rate economies provides useful organization for evaluconstant at 1963 levels (e.g., $2/bu. wheat and corn ating industrialization of agriculture [4] . The first at $1.10/bu.). Prices of feed grains havedeclined since economy, production of (crop) products through use that time, primarily because of lower price supports. of the unique properties of soil, is traditional agriAlso, introduction of capital intensive livestock proculture with livestock excluded; it is the main part of grams could substitute for land. As a result, land traditional southern agriculture. The second economy, becomes an inadequate measure of size. according to Breimyer, is livestock production, andthe third is marketing. A fourth economy, not included General indications, from S-42, of a basic shift in by Breimyer, might be input supply. Characteristics southern agriculture to a more capital intensive form of the three economies help formulate expectations are borne out by farm sales data. Commercial banks provide financing (0 to 30 range areas, production is as free of the limits placed percent margins) and feedlots provide full services so *by the land resource as the automobile industry. It that the cattle owner need never touch the cattle. has the attributes of a modern industry. Agricultural Typical feed lot charges include $44 -$46 per ton economists in the South are particularly familiar with basic feed charge, a markup of $6.50 -$7.50 per ton developments in poultry meat production. The new on feed fed to cover feed handling, grinding and labor look in cattle feeding in Texas and Oklahoma will not costs, and an assessment of $1.50 to $3.00 per head be too surprising, except for the scale of business for vaccination, medication, branding, dehorning and involved,.
dipping. In addition to these charges, the cattle owner must pay feeder purchase and marketing costs, hauling, During the latter 1960's, industrialization of cattle and interest, and absorb death loss. feeding in Texas and Oklahoma reached the point that 90 percent of all cattle were fed in 1,000 head or In summary, traditional agriculture, characterized greater lots and 40 percent were fed in 10,000head or by crop production, has decreasing but ultimate greater lots. Incorporated feed lots accounted for 45 dependence on land and vagaries of nature. Industrial percent of the cattle fed in the Southern Plains during production environments are a reality for fibers and 1966-67 [8, p. 8] . Although, feeder cattleand feed emerging for many foods and food components. come primarily from the Southern Plains, the operators Capital intensification and labor extensification are of large feedlots reach as far as necessary to obtain symptoms of industrialization already present. Econoinputs for their "manufacturing process." mies of very large scale production have appeared in meat production. Even in crop production most of Modern beef cattle fattening plants are substantially the production is by a few very large firms. Developdifferent from traditional land and labor agriculture. ments on the horizon include more corporate organi-A 10,000 or more head lot requires about one half zation in agricultural production, increased emphasis million dollars of investment and a specialized labor on bargaining in the marketing process, and a decline force, including an operator or manager, yard foreman, in farm income support programs. Because most farm assistant yard foreman, mill foreman, mill men, feeders, programs have been tied to land, land's importance is cowboys, office manager, secretary, clerk, mechanics, likely to decline in favor of other inputs and managecarpenters, and truck drivers. Punch card machine ment. The premium will be on a manager who can operators, nutritionists, marketing specialists and other use sophisticated production systems available to gain highly skilled specialists are included sometimes. Over greater control of supply and operate in markets 95 percent of total costs are made up of variable characterized by industry bargaining. costs in the largest lots [7] .
Part-time Farming -A Contradiction? Economic justification or explanation for shifts of the feed lot industry to industrial type plants is proAfter a flurry of interest in part-time farmers in the vided by economies of size. The study by Dietrich 1950's by agricultural economists, prime attention indicated decreasing long run average costs beyond was turned to the commercial farmer. The strong 30,000 head capacity. With comparable levels of implication was that the commercial farm was to get utilization, advantages of .01 cent to .026 cents per bigger and that smaller farms were on the way out. pound gain in 5,000 and 35,000 head lots compared
In fact, smaller farms have persisted in substantial to a 1000 head lot capacity, are reported inDietrich's numbers. Is it possible to make a very strong case study. These economic advantages, along with availthat part-time farmers and ranchers are more than a ability of a custom feeding feature and continued declining part of an industrialized agriculture? technological advances, give a strong basis for predicting the course of industrialization of one part of Projections of many part-time farmers seem conthe South's agriculture, tradictory, or at least suspicious. The admission that industrialization will occur in agriculture is an adEvidence of departure from a traditional agriculture mission that large scale business will dominate. Twois provided by the custom feeding operations in the thirds of all the U.S. population now choose to live in town. Why would part-time, small farm business and owned resources (net equity). The operator does operators remain in the country? Part-time farmers not receive a separate opportunity cost return on may live in the city except for weekends or some owned capital, land and management. No value is seasons of the year. Their's are not necessarily small assigned to the possibility of a change in asset value businesses when the total capital associated with in any of the cases in Table 7 . their production activities (farm and non-farm) is considered. They could be thought of as horizontally Ordinary economic reasoning would suggest that integrated firms. They perform a function of owning livestock farms comparable to or larger than combiscattered land resources of operating assorted land nation 3 and 7 will prevail in the future. Some resources of absentee owners, relatives and retirees. difference in southern agriculture and small cities will The waiting for ripening of the land for higher uses of occur if part-time farming prevails. Although total prorecreation, residence or industry is partly performed duction of part-time farmers would tend to be less by part-time operators. Many enjoy the living or relative to commercial agriculture's contribution, the work arrangements. Some even make money. We can marginal effect of the part-time in responding to prices expect that several use part-time farming or ranching and other changes in the agricultural environment may as a way in or out of commercial agriculture.
be very important. For example, if the part-time farmer is slow to respond to a price change because of the Census and farm survey data indicate a high income cushion enjoyed by the part-time farmer, percentage of off-farm work, even in agricultural areas price cycle amplitudes could be increased. A higher considered "strictly commercial, big time farming." rural population would be assured by part-time For example, since 1954, census data indicate that the farming although many do and will live in small cities. percentage of farmers receiving non-farm income has increased in North Central Oklahoma, a major wheat Lower levels of technology can be absorbed in producing region. Most work more than 30 days per part-time farming. A 10 percent lower yield increases year off the farm. A field survey, in 1964, showed that the necessary farm size from 393 to 427 acres for a part-time farmers operated total acreages about onefarmer working full-time off-farm and earning $5,000 fifth smaller than full-time farmers. Apparently income and increases the capital requirement by about targets of farmers are met by such arrangements. It $11,000. The lower yield could be explained by lower might be assumed that the farmer is also meeting level of technology or a lower quality of managerial location, work and living condition preferences.
or labor attention by the part-time operator.
Livestock farms in much of eastern Oklahoma Though it is difficult to explain why, part-time Livestock farms in much of eastern Oklahoma were surveyed in the summer of 1969 in connection farming appears to belong in our expectations for with S-67. Economics of Livestock Production in the Southern Agriculture. The central city concept of South. A current look at the extent of part-time dustal development appears to be the soundest farming is provided by the survey as summarized in available. The megalopolis of the South will contain a Table 6 . A schedule was taken from farms in the great deal of open ground between the central city Table 6 . A schedule was taken from farms in the a s ci C r ad p famr segment that had 10 cows and/or 50 acres. and smaller cities. Commercial and part-time farmers will be in between.
Sixty-two percent worked off-farm. The age and off-farm work relationship is about as expected. Younger people work off-farm more. However, greater
What are the effects of industrialization from a incidence of full-time farmers in older age groups people view? Moore [10, p. 21] portrays an end to does not mean they eventually grew into farming.
sleepy contentment or apathy. Industrialization beThey may have fewer off-farm opportunities. Only comes a doctrine -deliberate change action is good 18 of the 85 part-time farmers described their job as Customs are willingly sacrificed for the sake of real or laborer. Skilled crafts were predominate. These were invisioned benefits. The traditional life based on professional people, store managers, and federal and concepts of predestination or deterministic origin are county employees in the sample. Many will argue that replaced by a rational, "can-do" attitude. The rational the predominance of off-farm employment, shown orientation is important to creation and acceptance in Table 6 , is simply a step in eventual adjustment to of change and to modification of human values. a full-time off-farm work status. The growth and persistence of part-time farming suggest it is not a Although workers in an industrialized system tend quickly passing phenomenon.
to move away from ownership of tools of production, the importance of human productive capacity is in-A study in eastern Oklahoma estimated combincreased. New forms of human endeavor cause shifts ations of off-farm work and livestock farm acreage in the traditional social and economic structure. The necessary to meet assumed income targets [13] .
institutions associated with marketing become more A farmer could earn income from labor, management impersonal to individuals, but probably more closely Source: [13] .
monitored by groups in society. Similarly, while worthwhile comments on beef futures and selected individual behavior is highly varied in an industrialcorporate stocks would be unexpected. urban setting, the aggregate society is relatively efficient, smooth working, and cohesive. According Many agricultural economists have led in developto Moore [10. p. 34 ], the complex is held together ment of analytical models and mathematical tools used by at least some common "cognitive orientation," in industry. The tendency has been to develop exacceptance of a normative order and consensus of amplesfor applications in agricultural production, then ultimate values. the idea has typically been dropped, as though agricultural production units were not really ready for Agriculturalists' effectiveness in an industrial-urban such advances. I think agricultural economics departsetting depend on ability to understand, accept and ments have been negligent in failing to move industrial exploit strengths of the industrialization process. A ideas and analytical tools into the classroom. The tendency exists to maintain old institutions, concepts priority of problems with which rural people, businessand alliances in the face of contradictions of techmen and citizens, must cope changes with industrialnological, economic and social reality. However, many ization. Hopefully, research and teaching will be commercial farm firms have proved to be better adresponsive to these new priorities. New dimensions of justers to product market conditions and to new problems, in conservation and environmental pollution, inputs and conditions of supply than rural and small require understanding and solutions. Urban sprawl city people have to new social and economic conbrings urban problems to the country on a large scale ditions. Of course, the manager of a responsive firm, as the cells of the megalopolis grow. Rural people are and an unresponsive consumer-citizen may be the same required to do more than tolerate the urban environperson. ment as it encroaches on them or they succumb to it. The city is where most people live, by choice. EcoBonnen [2] says, "commercial agriculture must nomic advantage to the consumer and firm is in the begin to conceive of itself as a reasonably conventional city. The problems that require great resources for member of the broader industrial community of which solutions are mostly non-agricultural problems. it really is part today." Booth [3, p. 435] suggests that progress in thought would occur if we would "consider In talking about agricultural economists and rural farming as an industry and rural America as a residence people, Shaffer [12] says that "just as the work roles with only adventitious connections." Leaders in such of others in the economy must change as the political developments must include institutions and organieconomy evolves, so it is with our own." Shaffer is zations associated with agriculture. The college of concerned that we develop institutional innovations agriculture, the agricultural scientists, the agricultural in rural communities to keep pace with technology. businessman, and the USDA would need to associate My suggestion is that, as a starting place, we must themselves more closely to their true self-interestgrant that change (permanent change) has taken place. the broad university environment, the basic scientific discipline, modern industry and the federal bureaucratic community.
The agricultural economist needs to develop a more realistic understanding of society and business inside. and outside of agriculture. Such understanding could lead to new models concerning agricultural production and marketing. Many of us betray archaic mental models of farming in teaching and research. Test yourself by thinking about a farm. If you first thought of a neat farmstead, featuring a well kept farm home, evidence of a mental trap is close at hand. Were you thinking of the central headquarters of a modern farm business? The headquarters may well be located in town.
What image is held of the farmer? A likely model is of a mild and honest price taker in product and factor markets. He says "sir" to the wise old country banker who charitably loans him money at 10 percent per annum. Modern embellishment, to the mind's eye, may include a farmer arriving at an educational meeting in a new pickup. His ability to offer some
